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This is a regular pebble, but if you read one of Sandro’s books, 
the one that’s about an agitated beetle, this pebble will become 
extraordinary for you. This book, along with Sandro’s other books, 
lives in computer memories, in hardcover books and simply in the 
stories that are told to children. At the end of the day, it doesn’t 
really matter what external form the stories take. What’s important 
is for the stories to be able to change the world around a person 
or to allow for a person to see the world in a new light. 

In the world that has so many replicas of the same item, the same 
car, the same cloud, the same leaf, the same sunrise, it’s important 
for an individual to find something extraordinary. And then it is 
important to share it with others, through stories. That’s probably 
the central value of a human being today and that is why there 
are so many extraordinary people in the world. 

Regular objects and creatures are transformed into extraordinary 
stories in Sandro’s books. The grasshopper is faced with a huge 
problem, a small beetle lives inside a photo camera and leaves 
a unique mark on every photo. A broken heart is glued back to-
gether and it is possible to collect dreams.





The life of the strange character of this 
story might seem ordinary but what’s im-
portant is how he views it. Cloudy Room is 
a story about change, about making connec-
tions, about memory and it’s emotional ef-
fects. Through simple, almost childish, narrative 
style and plot it urges the reader to ask 
the big questions about the world around and 
our part in making it meaningful.
EN: https://indd.adobe.com/view/f2140ad1-34df-41e0-adf9-b345e3776d39

IT: https://indd.adobe.com/view/c479d70c-7576-4566-8fd6-b7d5f8356192

CLOUDY ROOM

cardboard cover
20 pages





Don’t make a promise unless you can keep 
it. The power of love lets the character of 
this story keep the most difficult of promis-
es, allows him to activate his imagination and 
reach for the stars. What does a star look 
like if it’s picked from the sky and brought 
down to earth and how does the sky look 
without it? Even astronomers can’t figure 
what’s so easy to see for somebody who is 
in love.

EN: https://indd.adobe.com/view/127eefe3-70ae-44bc-98ca-c7397692da71

IT: https://indd.adobe.com/view/df4b249d-17a4-4cda-b314-848e49394a2c

STOLEN STAR

cardboard cover
20 pages





Tamara’s book is something you can hold in 
your hands and read now but before it was 
just a dream. Tamara’s dream was kept in a 
beautiful box and when the box was opened 
up, it became possible for the dream to come 
true. This book is an evidence that dreams 
can come true.

EN: https://indd.adobe.com/view/6fec0941-ddfa-4d19-8ffd-4227e65392e2

IT: https://indd.adobe.com/view/d25dde8b-a908-4c06-bfe7-fe55567c417a

TAMARA’S BOOK

cardboard cover
20 pages





House Without a Roof is an engaging story 
not just because of the storyline but also 
because of its interactive narrative. Can you 
imagine an agitated beetle? There is a reason 
for his agitation. He has a problem and the 
narrator as well as the reader must take 
part in helping him solve it.

EN: https://indd.adobe.com/view/3bc9ea1f-d32a-4ae5-b33f-c0fef65b3fd9

IT: https://indd.adobe.com/view/fb355e60-d6c1-450a-9149-905b3442ceb5

HOUSE WITHOUT A ROOF 

cardboard box, tiny pebble
cardboard cover
20 pages





Another one in a series of books that come 
with an object each, Great traveler is a 
story about the importance of experience and 
adventure in understanding the true nature of 
things. Apparently not all mosquitoes like to 
fly and some of them have a thirst for the 
unpredictable. The only way to find out is to 
start a conversation. All creatures like to tell 
their life story, especially as they get older 
and the mosquito is no exception.

EN: https://indd.adobe.com/view/9de62ccc-d10e-4e91-908c-739650a4c42b

IT: https://indd.adobe.com/view/304ee01b-96cb-429c-8df7-e2a946f6c3ff

GREAT TRAVELER

cardboard box, tiny twig
cardboard cover
20 pages





What seems unimportant to one, could mean 
the world to another. A Tablecloth is not 
just a piece of canvas but also a means of 
socialization for the grasshopper who would 
like to have friends over for tea. Purpose de-
fines meaning and maybe the readers’ life can 
become more meaningful too if they have a 
reason to keep the object that comes with 
this book.

EN: https://indd.adobe.com/view/dc59ed11-f98d-4cd1-89e1-a1a51380ee16

IT: https://indd.adobe.com/view/304ee01b-96cb-429c-8df7-e2a946f6c3ff

THE GRASSHOPPER AND 
HIS PROBLEMS 
cardboard box, little tablecloth
cardboard cover
20 pages





A paleontologist finds out that it is not just 
humans who record history. Insects pass on 
knowledge from generation to generation as 
well. Not only that, but he was also able 
to decipher their strange writing and their 
history seems to hold a strange resemblance 
to that of mankind. The Great Book of in-
sects allegorizes the history of civilization 
through simple but, not at all, primitive exam-
ples. It describes the driving force of any life 
as an attempt to connect to one another.

EN: https://indd.adobe.com/view/cadb4c98-6dff-4174-850a-08263722069e

THE GREAT BOOK OF 
INSECTS 
cardboard cover
16 pages





Objects is a series of items that express their 
individuality through the stories that they tell.  
Some are the best at what they do, some are 
put at a completely different use than what 
you would imagine, some keep secrets and others 
reveal them. For example, the telephone has heard 
so much throughout her life that she keeps quiet 
now. The ancient clock has aged and become 
forgetful whereas the lock is extraordinary just 
because it’s so normal.

EN: https://indd.adobe.com/view/a67ab7a7-80d2-4db1-9158-73e03b042bd7

OBJECTS

cardboard cover
72 pages
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